
Gain competitive advantage 
by making your London workspace “Internet ready”.

https://www.fusionvoice.co.uk/


        Current Challenges
One of the major considerations for commercial property tenants looking for let office space is the cost and availability 
of internet connectivity.  At some point during the negotiations regarding the lease,the tenant normally establishes none 
of the following can be confirmed until they have entered in to an agreement with their chosen internet supplier:

    The legal costs they will incur for any required wayleaves 
    Whether any excess construction charges will be levied
    Potential non-availability due to cobbled streets
    Date for service delivery and handover

With fibre leased lines taking on average between 60-90 days to be delivered, many tenants delay occupation or choose 
serviced office space.

        Proposed Solution
We establish one simple two page legal agreement which covers current and future works at the building or portfolio 
of buildings. A small antenna is installed on the roof of the building which connects the building to super-fast Internet 
through the air rather than underground. We then run a single cable to a switch in a central location in the building.

Individual offices within the building are then connected to the switch when orders are placed by tenants. Once a 
building is connected tenants can typically get connected within 5 working days.



  £  Pricing

Speed 3 Month
Contract

12 Month
Contract

18 Month
Contract

24 Month
Contract

30 Month
Contract

36 Month
Contract

50 Mbps £634 £316 £299 £283 £266 £249
100 Mbps £734 £366 £349 £333 £316 £299
200 Mbps £834 £416 £400 £383 £366 £349
300 Mbps £935 £467 £450 £433 £416 £400
500 Mbps £1,102 £550 £533 £517 £500 £483

1Gbps £1,269 £634 £617 £600 £584 £567

FIXED PRICE PER MONTH

All figures exclude VAT and a connection fee of £499 is payable on terms of 30 months and less.

       Benefits to Landlords and Portfolio Managers
Your office space can be marketed as “Internet-ready” differentiating it from the competition by offering prospective 
tenants immediate access.
Installation can contribute towards the property’s WiredScore Certification further improving the property’s market-
ability.
Lead times for tenants to occupy are reduced minimising the delay for rentals to start, and business rates to cease.
50Mbps of bandwidth is provided to the building free of charge once the first tenant connects (ideal for Guest WiFi, 
CCTV and use of the building manager).

https://wiredscore.com/uk/
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